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Abstract Optical Packet Switching is a prominent technology proposing not
only a reduction of the energy consumption by the elimination of numer-
ous optical-electrical-optical conversions in electronic switches, but also a de-
crease of network latencies due to the cut-through nature of packet trans-
mission. However, it is adversely affected by packet contention, preventing its
deployment. Solutions have been proposed to tackle the problem: addition of
shared electronic buffers to optical switches (then called hybrid opto-electronic
switches), customization of TCP protocols, and use of different service classes
of packets with distinct switching criteria.

In the context of data center networks we investigate a combination of said
solutions and show that the hybrid switch, compared to the optical switch,
boosts the performance of the data center network. Furthermore, we show
that introducing a “Reliable” service class improves performance for this class
not only in the case of the hybrid switch, but also brings the optical switch
to performance levels comparable to that of the hybrid switch, all the while
keeping other classes’ performance on the same level.
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1 Introduction

The Optical Packet Switching (OPS) technology regained public interest in
the mid-2000s [5] in the face of demand for high reconfigurability in networks,
made possible through statistical multiplexing along with efficient capacity
use and limiting the energy consumption of the switches [21]. However, with
traffic being asynchronous and in the absence of technology that would make
practical optical buffers in switches, the contention issue arises, leading to
poor performance in terms of Packet Loss Ratio (PLR) [12], thus making the
OPS concept impractical. To the present moment, several solutions have been
proposed to bring the OPS technology to functional level, among which: adding
a shared electronic buffer, thus making hybrid opto-electronic switches [28,26,
24]; intelligent routing of packets of different priorities in the hypothesis that
not all of them would need the same requirements for PLR [23]; and a network-
level solution without changing the OPS hardware, introducing special TCP
Congestion Control Algorithms (CCA) for packet transmission in order to
increase overall network throughput, thus negating the still high PLR [7].
These three solutions are detailed below.

First, the hybrid switch consists in coupling an all-optical bufferless packet
switch with an electronic buffer. Several implementations of the idea were al-
ready proposed in the last decade [28,26,24]. The concept of the hybrid switch
considered in this study is: when contention occurs on two (or more) packets,
i.e., when a packet requires using an output that is busy transmitting another
packet, it is diverted to a shared electronic buffer through Optical-Electrical
(OE) conversion. When the destination output is released, the buffered packet
is emitted from the buffer, passing Electrical-Optical (EO) conversion. How-
ever, in the absence of contention, the hybrid switch works as an all-optical
switch, without any wasteful OE and EO conversions. Adding a shared buffer
with only a few input-output ports lets us considerably decrease PLR com-
pared to an all-optical switch, and bring its performance up to the level of an
electronic switch, but now with an important reduction in energy consumption,
since one would save the OE/EO (OEO) conversions for most packets [23].

Second, highlighting an important question of the existence of classes of
service in a network, Samoud et. al. [23] propose handling packets depending
on their class: high priority packets can preempt low priority ones from being
buffered or transmitted. It was shown that the demand for low PLR may be
met for high priority packets and relaxed for others, achieving sustainable
operation with a number of buffer input/output ports less than half that of
optical links in a switch.

Third, Argibay-Losada et. al. [7] propose to use all-optical switches in OPS
networks along with special TCP CCAs, in order to bring the OPS network
throughput up to the same levels as in Electrical Packet Switching (EPS) net-
works with conventional electronic switches. Particularly noteworthy in pro-
tocol design is the Retransmission Timeout (RTO). This parameter controls
how long to wait for the acknowledgment after sending a packet until the
packet is considered lost and re-sent. When a transmission is successful and
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without losses, RTO is set to a value close to the Round-Trip-Time (RTT),
i.e., the time elapsed between the start of sending a packet and reception of
its acknowledgment. By simple tweaking of initialization value of RTO and
reducing it from conventional 1 s to 1 ms, it was shown that both custom
and conventional TCP CCAs will boost the performance of the optical packet
switched network.

In our previous works we analyzed the gain from use of the hybrid switch in
a Data Center (DC) network by introducing Hybrid Optical Packet Switching
(HOPS): we showed that HOPS with a custom-designed TCP can outperform
OPS and EPS in throughput [17,16]. Furthermore, in [18] we have managed
to show the possibility of a 4-fold reduction in DC energy consumption for
data transport coming from OEO conversions while using HOPS compared to
EPS. In this study we aim to investigate not only a combination of HOPS with
custom design of TCP, but also the influence of the introduction of classes of
service, i.e., switching and preemption rules for packets of different priorities.

Considering the general interest in the scientific and industrial communi-
ties to implement different packets priorities in Data Centers (DCs), as well as
the problem of traffic isolation for tenants in DC [19], we implement the idea
presented by Samoud et. al. [23] and investigate the benefits of application of
such technology in a DC network. We successfully show that one can consider-
ably improve the performance of network consisting of hybrid switches with a
small number of buffer inputs for high priority connections while keeping it on
a good level for default connections. Additionally, we show that high priority
connections in OPS network also can benefit from the introduction of classes
of service, matching or even surpassing the performance of the network con-
sisted of hybrid switches with a small number of buffer inputs without classes
of service.

The paper is composed as follows: Sec. 2 presents the hybrid switch archi-
tecture and packets preemption policy, Sec. 3 outlines simulation conditions,
Sec. 4 discusses the results obtained and, finally, Sec. 5 offers our main con-
clusions.

2 Hybrid Switch Architecture and Packets Preemption Policy

2.1 Hybrid Switch Architecture

The first concept of a hybrid switch was proposed in 2004 by R. Takahashi
et al. [27], and the scientific community has kept its attention on the imple-
mentation of the idea since then [24]. In 2010 X. Ye et al. [28] presented a
Datacenter Optical Switch (DOS), an optical packet switch, that could be
seen as a prototype of a hybrid switch: switching was performed through a
combination of Arrayed Waveguide Gratings (AWG) switching matrix (us-
ing wavelength-specific switch outputs) and Tunable Wavelength Converters
(TWC) (converting signal to required wavelength for routing), contentions
were managed through the shared electronic buffer, storing contending pack-
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Fig. 1: General architecture of hybrid optical packet switch and class-specific switching rules
demonstration

ets. In 2012 R. Takahashi et al. [26] presented a similar concept, called Hybrid
Optoelectronic Packet Router (HOPR). DOS and HOPR, despite the name,
are not quite what we call hybrid switches, as all the packets undergo OEO
conversions by TWCs.

In 2016 T. Segawa et al. [24] proposed a switch that performs switching
of optical packets through a Broadcast-and-Select (B&S) switching matrix
and then re-amplification by Semiconductor Optical Amplifiers (SOAs). This
switch splits the incoming optical packet into several ways corresponding to
output ports, blocks those that don’t match the packet’s destination, and then
re-amplifies the passed packet with a SOA. A shared electronic buffer is there
to solve packet contention. The OEO conversion is made only for contending
packets, unlike DOS or HOPR where all the packets undergo OEO conversions.

All of the presented solutions above have common main blocks, that we
are emulating in our study in order to approach hybrid switch functions. The
general structure of a hybrid switch is presented in Fig. 1 with the following
main blocks: an optical switching matrix; a shared electronic buffer; and a
control unit that configures the latter two according to the destination of the
packets, carried by labels. The hybrid switch has na inputs and na outputs,
representing non-wavelength-specific input and output channels, or Azimuths,
thus making na channels for a switch. Another important parameter is ne: ne
inputs and ne outputs to the buffer. These are the channels through which a
packet is routed/emitted to/from the buffer.

When a packet enters the switch, it carries along a label containing the
destination address. Label management is generic so we didn’t focus on la-
bel extraction, which isn’t that easy, but will be required of any OPS/HOPS
implementation so can be ignored when comparing them. Nevertheless, we
propose and discuss several ways of label management. The labels can be ex-
tracted from the packet and processed without converting the packet itself to
the electronic domain: the label may be extracted from the communication
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channel through a splitter (usually 90:10) or a 1x2 MZI switch and then di-
rected to the Control Unit (CU) where it undergoes O/E conversion (only the
label, and not the whole packet carrying data); or by transmitting them out of
band on dedicated wavelengths as in the OPS solution presented by Shacham
et al. [25]. This solution allows label extraction via a tap coupler, requiring an
OE conversion only for the label as well, and short Fiber Delay Lines at the
inputs of the optical switch.

The Control Unit (CU), implemented electronically, controls the switching
matrix. While CU analyzes the label, the packet is delayed in FDLs so as to
give time to CU to adjust the switching matrix. Then, it would either route a
packet to the desired output, or drop it. If CU decides to route the packet to
desired output, it will generate new label, performing EO conversion, to add it
to a packet on switch’s output. This mechanism let us to stay out from OEO
conversion of the whole packet.

The switching matrix could be implemented by any of the aforementioned
technologies: B&S switch + SOA, TWC + AWGs, or even assembled in Benes
Architecture multiple MZIs. Fast switching matrices already exist, achieving
fast switching speeds of few ns: switching matrices based on MZIs as in [10]
or on SOAs [9]. The optical matrix has a negligible reconfiguration time, on
the ns scale [9], included in total switching time (i.e., switching speed) of a
switch, that we also consider negligible for our study.

The effect of taking into account actual switching speed in simulations
would result in an additional delay to packet transmission time. For example,
adding 10 ns of switching speed would result in a further delay of 10 ns per
switch, or per link connected to a switch. Thus, adding 10 ns of switching
speed to simulations would be equal to adding 2 meters of fiber to the link
and keeping switching time at 0.

The influence of link length changes to network throughput was studied
previously, but only for the case of agnostic switching rules. It was discovered
that for DCTCP [14] and its basis TCP SACK [17], link lengths changes, in
the range of 10m-100m don’t influence throughput for HOPS, yielding the
same results. When considering OPS, however, if the network is under very
high load (109 req./s), the throughput gets better if one increases llink from
10 m to 100 m. Such better performance may be explained by less appropriate
reaction of TCP to congestion and contention in case of shorter links, when
TCP may overestimate network state due to very low latency, and react to
packet losses more poorly. When considering the case of class-specific switching
rules presented here, we discover the same behavior of the network in reaction
to link length changes as in agnostic switching rules. In the case of HOPS, the
network performance (e.g., throughput and Flow Completion Time (FCT))
does not change if increasing llink from 10 m to 100 m, and in the case of
OPS, the performance is similar or even better.

In the current study, we thus choose to represent only the case of link
length llink of 10 m with negligible switching speed.

The switches presented in the study are considered to have a small port-
count of 8. This is enabled through the use of n-ary Clos Fat-Tree topology [4],
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as shown in Fig. 2. This small amount of I/O ports plays favorably into switch-
ing speed; however, if the port-count is increased, this could lead to a non-
negligible increase of switching speed. In that case, one could suggest using a
similar approach as the RotorNet [13] architecture for constructing a switch
with some predefined fixed routes inside of the switch.

Nevertheless, before advocating for a change of switch architecture, we
want to point out that n-Clos Fat-Tree topologies (the example considered
here) [4] are destined exactly to solve the problem of switches port-count, using
many low port-count switches, instead of a small amount of high-port count
switches. This is why if the problem of scaling arrives, it could be successfully
solved by using higher-order n-Clos Fat-Tree topology with moderate port-
count switches, without an increase of switching speed.

To create a hybrid switch we are adding to the essential blocks of all-
optical packet switch a shared electronic buffer. Same way as other blocks
considered previously we assume that shared electronic buffer is generic and
switching time is negligibly small. Shared electronic buffer is assumed to be
implemented by burst receivers [22].

According to standards, the locking time of burst transceivers can build up
to more than 100 ns [20], however, the late developments can lower this time
towards few tens of ns [22]. Taking this solution developed by Rylyakov et
al. [22] as an example with 31 ns of locking time, we can derive that such time
in 10 Gb/s would be equal to an overhead of 39 B per packet in an OPS or
HOPS network. In this work, as discussed in Sec. 3, we consider an overhead
of 64 B per packet, and we consider that we are including in this overhead all
necessary information for the establishment of a connection.

We are not considering any particular technology for the label management,
control unit, and implement our simulations focusing on the assumed ideal
optical switching matrix, and on a store-and-forward shared electronic buffer.

2.2 Packets Preemption Policy

The switching algorithm for a hybrid switch is adopted from [23] and imple-
ments different buffering and preemption rules for different packet classes. We
consider three of them: Reliable (R), Fast (F) and Default packets (D). R
packets are those that attempted to be saved by any means, even by preemp-
tion of F or D packets on their way to buffer or switch output. F packets could
preempt only D packets on their way to the switch output. D packets cannot
preempt other packets.

The priority distribution in the DC network is adopted from [23] and taken
from the real study on core networks [1]. This may seem improper for DCs,
however, we seek to study the performance of the hybrid switch in the known
context. Also, it will be shown below that the distribution considered lets
us organize a pool of premium users (10%) of R connections in DCs that
could profit from the best performance, while other users almost wouldn’t be
influenced by performance loss. F packets can preempt D packets only on the
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Algorithm 1 Preemption Policies in a Hybrid Switch
1: procedure Switch (Packet p)
2: prio← p.priority class
3: switch out← get destination azimuth(p)
4: if switch out.is free() then . General switching rule of HOPS
5: switch out.receive(p)
6: else if buffer in.is free() then
7: buffer in.receive(p)
8: else if prio==R and buffer in.receiving(D) then . Try to buffer R, preempt D
9: buffer in.preempt last packet(D)

10: buffer in.receive(p)
11: else if prio==R and switch out.receiving(D) then . Try to switch R, preempt D
12: switch out.preempt last packet(D)
13: switch out.receive(p)
14: else if prio==R and buffer in.receiving(F̃) then . Try to buffer R, preempt F̃
15: buffer input.preempt last packet(F̃)
16: buffer input.receive(p)
17: else if prio==R and switch out.receiving(F̃) then . Try to switch R, preempt F̃
18: switch out.preempt last packet(F̃)
19: switch out.receive(p)
20: else if prio==F̃ and switch out.receiving(D) then . Try to switch F̃, preempt D
21: switch out.preempt last packet(D)
22: switch out.receive(p)
23: else
24: drop(p)

way to switch output, while R packets first would consider preemption of D
packet being buffered. Thus F packets had lower delay than R packets [23].
However, further it will be shown that this device-level gain doesn’t translate
to network-level gain in a DC network in terms of Flow Completion Time
(FCT), and R connections perform better than F. That’s why here we refer to
Fast (F) as Not-So-Fast (F̃) packets and connections. Eventually, in this study
we consider, that 10% of connections have R priority, 40% of connections have
F̃ priority, 50% of connections have D priority.

When a packet enters the switch it checks if required Azimuth output (i.e.,
switch output) is available. If yes, the packet occupies it. Otherwise, the packet
checks if any of buffer inputs are available. If yes, it occupies one and starts
buffering. If none of the buffer inputs are available, in the case of absence
of preemption policy in a switch the packet would be simply dropped. Here,
we consider a switch with preemption policy that would follow the steps of
algorithm presented in Alg. 1. If a packet of any type is buffered, it is re-emitted
FIFO, as soon as required switch output is available.

2.3 Manageability of Packet Loss

On a Fig. 1 we demonstrate the Alg. 1 on a hybrid switch with only one buffer
input/output ne = 1 for simplicity. We have packets: 1 F̃ – a Not-So-Fast
packet, 2D and 3D – two Default packets, and 4R – a Reliable packet. Packet
2D requires an available output of the switch and is transmitted without any
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Fig. 2: Fat-tree topology network, interconnecting 128 servers with three layers of switches.

OEO conversions directly. Then, packet 1 F̃ arrive at the switch and is directed
to the required output of the switch. After, a Default 3D packet arrives at the
switch, and is redirected to the buffer, as the required Azimuth is occupied by
the packet 1 F̃. Further, a Reliable packet 4R arrives and requires the same
output as packets 1 F̃ and 3D, 1 F̃ is still occupying the switch output and
2D occupying sole buffer input. In an agnostic switching rules case the packet
4R would be lost, and packets 1 F̃ and 3D would be transmitted, but in the
current case it is a Default packet is preempted and lost, while 4R packet is
put in the buffer and then transmitted to the output of the switch.

We bring attention of the reader to the fact, that 4R packet is delayed in
comparison to 1 F̃ and 2D. 4R packet was switched through the electronic
buffer, i.e., in a store-and-forward mode, whereas packets 1 F̃ and 2D were
switched optically, i.e., in a cut-through mode.

In this context class specific switching rules help us to control, what packet
would be lost, 4R or 3D. In other words this translates to the general rule:
we can decide what packets would be lost, while keeping more or less same
overall PLR. Class specific switching rules allow us to take control and making
packets drop more manageable.

3 Study Methodology

As in our previous work [16,17], we simulate the communications of DC servers
by means of optical packets. We study DC network performance for two groups
of scenarios: DC with classes of service using preemption policy outlined in
Sec. 2.2, and DC with switches that don’t have any preemption rules. For each
scenario we consider OPS and HOPS case.

Communications consist of transmitting files between server pairs through
TCP connections. The files’ size is random, following a lognormal-like dis-
tribution [3], which has two modes around 10 MB and 1 GB. We simulate
transmission of 1024 random files (on the same order as 1000 in [7]), i.e., 8
connections per server. File transmission is done by data packets using jumbo
frames with a size of 9 kB. This value defines the packet’s payload and corre-
sponds to Jumbo Ethernet frame’s payload.
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In our study we also use SYN, FIN, and ACK signaling packets. We choose
for them to have the minimal size of the Ethernet frame of 64 B [2]. We
assume that this minimal size would contain only the relevant information
about Ethernet, TCP/IP layers. As we still need to attach to the jumbo frames
all the information of these layers, for simplicity, we just attach to it a header
of 64 B discussed previously. Thus we construct a packet of maximum size
9064 B to be used in our simulations, with a duration τ dependent on the bit-
rate. Servers have network interface cards of 10 Gb/s bit-rate. Buffer inputs
and outputs used by a hybrid switch support the same bit-rate.

The actual transmission of each data packet is regulated by the DCTCP
CCA [8], a TCP variant developed for DCs, which decides whether to send
the next packet or to retransmit a not-acknowledged one. CCA uses next
constants: DCTCPthreshold = 27192 B, DCTCPacks/pckt = 1, DCTCPg =
0.06, as favorable for HOPS. We apply the crucial reduction of the initialization
value of RTO towards 1 ms, as advised in [7]. To be realistic, the initial 3-way
handshake and 3-way connection termination are also simulated.

We developed a discrete-event network simulator based on an earlier hybrid
switch simulator [23], extended so as to handle whole networks and include
TCP emulation. The simulated network consists of hybrid switches with the
following architecture: each has na azimuths, representing the number of in-
put/output optical ports, and ne input/output ports to the electronic buffer,
as shown in Fig. 1. The case of bufferless all-optical switch (OPS) corresponds
to ne = 0, for the case of the hybrid switch (HOPS) we consider ne = 2.

We study the DC fat-tree topology, interconnecting 128 servers by means
of 80 identical switches with na = 8 azimuths, presented in Fig. 2, a sub-case
of a topology deployed in a Facebook’s DCs [6]. All links are bidirectional
and of the same length llink = 10 m as typical link lengths for DC. The link
plays the role of device-to-device connection, i.e., server-to-switch, switch-to-
server or switch-to-switch. The link is assumed to represent a non-wavelength-
specific channel. Paths between servers are calculated as a minimum number
of hops, which offers multiple equal paths for packet transmission allowing
load-balancing and thus lowering the PLR.

The network is characterized by the network throughput (in Gb/s) and
average FCT (in µs) for each class of connections, and for all classes of con-
nections combined (i.e., “General” performance) as a function of the arrival
rate of new connections, represented by the Poissonian process.

Connection demands arrive following the Poisson distribution with a given
mean number of file transmission requests per second, which defines the load
on the network. A class, R, F̃ or D, is assigned to a connection according to
the distribution we adopted earlier, provided in Sec. 2.2. We assume that each
server gets at least 8 connection demands during one instance of simulation for
a defined set of network parameters, thus making a total of 1024 connections
to establish among 128 servers considered in this study.

The network performance with different switch types (OPS or HOPS) and
switching rules is studied under progressively increasing load. In addition to
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Fig. 3: DC network’s throughput for connections: a) Reliable (R) connections, b) Not-So-
Fast (F̃) connections, c) Default (D) connections, d) Overall Network Performance

network throughput measurement, we also choose to measure FCT, as a metric
considered to be the most important for network state characterization [11].

4 Evaluation Results

We present here the results of our study and their analysis. To reduce statisti-
cal fluctuations, we repeated every simulation a hundred times with different
random seeds for ne = 0 (OPS) and ne = 2 (HOPS). The mean throughput
and mean FCT are represented in Fig. 3 and in Fig. 4 with 95% t-Student
confidence intervals, for three types of connections: R, F̃ and D connections.
We take as a reference results from the network without packet preemption
policy: the division of connections to classes is artificial and just represent
corresponding to classes’ percentage of connections in the network. We define
high load as more than 105 connections per second.

While comparing just OPS and HOPS, it is seen that in general HOPS
outperforms or has the same performance as OPS, but with the cost of only
ne = 2 buffer inputs.

The R connections benefit the most from the introduction of the classes
of service and preemption policy as it seen on Fig. 3a) and Fig. 4a) both in
the cases of OPS and HOPS. Throughput for R connections in HOPS network
rises by around 25% (Fig. 3a), while in OPS case it rises by a factor 2.5 at
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least on high load, matching the performance of HOPS network. We would
like to bring readers attention on the fact that it seems to be low throughput,
compared to other classes of service, but this is the mere effect of the fact
that in the network only 10% of connections are of type R. However, if one
considers the FCT, which is comparable with other types of classes and lowest
among them, then the preemption policy’s benefits are more evident: on the
highest considered load OPS reduces its FCT almost by a factor of 8, while
HOPS reduces it by at least a factor of 2, keeping it on the level of tens of µs.
Even if OPS’s FCT doesn’t match FCT in the case of HOPS while considering
classes of service, it does match the FCT in the case of HOPS without classes
of service. While applying preemption policy, connections are indeed Reliable:
in Fig. 5 we can see that PLR (ratio of packets lost due to preemption or
dropping to packets emitted by servers) decreases by around factor of 10.

The F̃ traffic benefits less than R traffic from introduction of classes of ser-
vice, but the gain is still there. For OPS we managed to boost the throughput
by almost 30-100% on the high load, while for HOPS the gain is less evident.
However, when we consider FCT on Fig. 4b) we can see that OPS decreases
its FCT by almost a factor of 2 for high load, and HOPS around 25%. HOPS
FCT for F̃ packets is bigger than for those of reliable (R), contrary to what
may be induced from [23], where they are labeled as Fast (F). This may be
explained by the fact that the delay benefits for F packets are on the order of
a µs, while here FCT is of an order of tens and hundreds of µs, and is defined
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Fig. 5: Mean PLR of Reliable (R), Not-So-Fast (F̃) and Default (D) Connections

mostly by TCP CCAs when contention problem is solved. While considering
PLR of F̃ connections on Fig. 5, we can see that there is a marginal gain of
around 10%, if to introduce class-specific switching rules, making it the second
class to R that would benefit from them.

The D traffic does not benefit from the introduction of classes of service,
and it is on its account the gains for R and F̃ traffic exists. However, while
considering the performance reductions, we notice almost unchanged through-
put for HOPS case, and for OPS the drop of only 10% at most, which could
be seen as a beneficial trade-off in R and F̃ traffic favor with their boost of
performance both in throughput and FCT. The same drop of performance
of 10% are observed for PLR, as shown on Fig. 5. But, by paying that cost
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one can get same 10% of improvements for F̃ connections, and 100% for R
connections.

The network as a whole, regardless of the presence of classes of service,
performs the same, which is expected, as connections occupy limited network
resources. We can observe that the gain due to introduction of classes of ser-
vice for R and F̃ traffic decreases with the increase of number of buffer in-
puts/outputs (i.e., from ne = 0 towards ne = 2), and for fully-buffered switch
(ne = na = 8) the gain would be 0, because no packet would ever require
preemption, only buffering. However, there are technological benefits to use
small number of buffer input/outputs as it directly means simplification of
switching matrix (na = 8, ne = 2 means 10x10, na = ne = 8 means 16x16
matrix) and reduction of number of burst receivers (inputs) and transmitters
(outputs) for buffers. In the case of EPS, the gain would be also 0, but in
general EPS entails an increase in energy consumption for OEO conversions
compared to HOPS by a factor of 2 to 4 [18] on high load.

While observing the network performance overall, it’s seen that introduc-
tion of classes of service both in OPS and HOPS helps to boost the performance
for the R and F̃ connections, while keeping the performance of D connections
relatively on the same level. This fact could lead to economic benefits in a
Data Center: charge more priority clients for extra performance, almost with-
out loss of it for others. Furthermore, using pure OPS instead of HOPS in DCs
may be economically viable, as OPS delivers the best possible performance to
R connections, on the level of HOPS performance for F̃ connections, and rela-
tively low performance for D connections, since high performance may be not
needed for D connections.

5 Conclusions

In this study we enhanced the analysis of HOPS and OPS DC networks by
applying classes of service in terms of preemption policy for packets in opti-
cal and hybrid switches, while solving the contention problem. In the case of
HOPS we demonstrated that with custom packet preemption rules, one can
improve the performance for Reliable and Not-So-Fast class connections, al-
most without losing it for Default connections. Furthermore, we showed that
classes of service can boost the performance of OPS for Reliable and Not-So-
Fast class connections, match or bring it to the level of those in HOPS. This
proves that OPS could be used in DCs, delivering high performance for certain
connections, while Default class connections are still served on an adequate
level.

It is worth noting that HOPS and OPS networks are enabled not only by
specific types of switches but also by server-side management of TCP connec-
tions, regardless of its classes. For the presentation in this paper, we chose the
DCTCP protocol, but one may use other ones. If a network operator aims at
obtaining lower latencies (e.g., Round Trip Time) and is ready to trade-off
throughput, we would recommend using TCP SAWL [17,15]. It can lower la-
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tencies compared to DCTCP, if applied to small link lengths DC network, both
in cases of agnostic switching rules and class-specific switching rules. However,
this gain comes at the price of a lower throughput in all connection classes.

It remains to be seen whether these results remain with a different ser-
vice class distribution; and whether an actual low-latency service class can
be implemented (e.g., using another protocol than TCP). Furthermore, the
subject of future studies may include consideration of high-speed transceivers
(higher than 10 Gb/s), as well as the application of smaller than jumbo frames
of 9 KB, involving shorter packet transmission times, in order to understand
how it would influence network performance.
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